I. INTRODUCTION
In a series of recent papers' we have presented a theoretical interpretation of the phenomenon of superconductivity in the palladium-hydrogen system. This theory is based on elaborate band-structure calculations, neutron scattering data and an application to compounds' of the McMillan and GaspariGyorffy theories of the electron-phonon interaction. Our results show that the high value of the superconducting transition temperature T, in PdH (PdD) is mainly due to the soft-optic-mode phonon frequencies which are associated with local hydrogen vibrations. This is a quantitative verification of an earlier suggestion by Ganguly. ' Ganguly' also proposed that the observed isotope effect is caused by the effective increase of the Pd-H force constant over the i' Pd-D force constant, due to enhanced anharmonicity of the H motion. Using our band-structure results4 and neutron scattering data"' for both PdD and PdH, we have again confirmed quantitatively Ganguly's idea. We have also calculated the x dependence of T, for PdH"and PdD". In this calculation' we employed first the rigid-band approximation (RBA), which allowed us to use the band structure of the stoichiometric case (x =1.0). We then confirmed the validity of the RBA, for a narrow energy range around the Fermi level, EF by performing coherent-potential-approximation (CPA) calculations. 5 The physical picture which emerged from both the RBA and the CPA approaches is that T, increases with x, because the wave functions at EF become more hydrogen s-like in character. This is manifested by the increasing with x value of the hydrogen-site s-like density of states at EF. This means that the electrons at EF have high probability of being found around the H (D) sites and consequently they couple effectively with the relatively soft H (D) "local" mode.
We Figure 1 also implies that the RBA can be used here in the same manner as it was applied in our Pd-H work. " Studying the figure within the RBA we note that n, decreases as we move from the 10 to the 12 electron mark, while n, H increases in the range from the 10 to approximately the 11. 75 electron mark. Note that the number of electrons per unit cell equals to 10 +y +x; where the ( -) sign corresponds to Rh and the (+) sign to Ag.
To obtain the electron-phonon interaction q we have applied the theory of Gaspari and Gyorffy, ' which utilizes the total and decomposed DOS, and the scattering phase shifts all evaluated at EF. It was shown previously' that due to the large mass difference between Pd and H, one can decouple q into a term qH which corresponds to optic-mode scattering and a term qpdA Rh which corresponds to scattering from the acoustic modes.
We have found that the important quantity which determines the T, variation in these systems is qH.
As is shown in Tables I -III, where the proportionality constants CH and Cpd were determined from the APW results at x =1.0.
We have applied this CPA approach in our present work only for Pdp5Agp5H". The results, shown in parenthesis in Table III, are in reasonable agreement with the VCA-RBA results. We remind the reader that the CPA theory was applied only on the hydrogen-site sublattice and the Pd-Ag substitutional disorder was still treated within the VCA.
From Tables I -IV Our calculated values, sho~n in Tables I -IV, are bThese high values of T, cannot be realized probably due to resistance of the system to absorb hydrogen with x )0.7; and also because of a possible change of the optic-mode phonon frequencies. 
